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over the rails of the Wyatt Earp, dragging boats with which to
cross the leads. Three landed on the split cake with the Polar Star.
Lines were thrown from an adjoining floe, and eventually the plane
was hauled up upon safer ice. The motor-ship manoeuvred through
the leads until finally it drew alongside the floe of the rescue party.
The Polar Star was swung aboard, a pitiful sight—skis fractured,
one wing bent, unflyable. The expedition was off for that year at
least. Only a factory could put the aeroplane back into condition.
There was no use crying over spilled milk—nothing to do but
pack up and go home. Technically, the responsibility was Balchen's,
but I am not blaming him, since I would probably have done the
same thing myself. He had spent two Januaries at the Bay of
Whales and had never seen it behave that way. The old whalers
on the Wyatt Earp had never known of such a cataclysm. I have
always believed, since the Ross Sea calmed that night, that the
disturbance was seismic. There was, in fact, an earthquake in India
that same day. It could have been the result of an unknown erup-
tion of lonely Mount Erebus, Antarctica's single active volcano.
So we turned the Wyatt Earp northward. Try again; that was all
I could do. As the semi-Deisel started, huge pieces of the barrier
were toppling into the sea with a booming like distant claps of
thunder. It was an expensive accident for me. The expedition had
been costing $5,000 a month for running expenses since spring.
The cost of the Polar Star was $37,000. Against that I had a syndi-
cate contract with the New York Times and the North American
Newspaper Alliance for the exclusive news of the expedition. Since
nothing had occurred but the accident to the plane, there would be
little revenue from that source. I had also received money from the
National Geographic Society.
On the voyage up through the ice I renewed the contract with
Bernt Balchen and a few of the others. The doctor—the M.D. from
Oslo—we were shipping back to Norway.
Coming into Dunedin, the Wyatt Earp, fighting the tide and
having no half-speed, smashed her nose against the dock. The
whole trip was unlucky. There she remained to be repaired and
conditioned for another voyage to Antarctica. In Dunedin we
found an oil-tanker about to start for California. I arranged to ship
the battered Polar Sta,r on this vessel; and Braathen, the engine

